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Due to the limitations of current computer graphics technology mimicing real-
istic facial textures, such as wrinkles, is very difficult. Facial texture updating and
compression are crucial to achieving realistic facial animation for low bit rate model-
based coding. In this paper, we present a partial texture updating method for realistic
facial expression synthesis with facial wrinkles. First, fiducial points on a face are
estimated using a color-based deformable template matching method. Second, an
extended dynamic mesh matching algorithm is developed for face tracking. Next,
textures of interest (TOI) in the potential expressive wrinkles and mouth–eye texture
areas are captured by the detected fiducial points. Among the TOI, the so-called
active textures or expressive textures are extracted by exploring temporal correlation
information. Finally, the entire facial texture is synthesized using the active texture.
Compared to the entire texture updating scheme, partially updating and compressing
facial textures significantly reduce the computational complexity and bit rates while
still producing an acceptable visual quality. Experiments on the video sequences
demonstrate the advantage of the proposed algorithm. c© 2001 Elsevier Science (USA)
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1. INTRODUCTION

Keeping high fidelity and reducing the number of bits transmitted are the major objectives
in realizing low bit rate video coding. Recently, research on synthetic/natural hybrid coding
(SNHC) [1, 3, 15], formed within MPEG-4 [22, 32, 33, 41], has been intensified in the aspects
of scalable texture coding, animation and model-based coding on body and face models,
image analysis and synthesis, object modeling, and 3D model compression. Model-based
coding in the scenario of a talking face is a typical application of SNHC. Until now, most
work in the field of model-based coding has concentrated on facial feature detection, 3D
facial model adaptation, and motion estimation and tracking [2, 6, 35]; little investigation
has been done into strategies for facial texture updating and encoding. Accuracy in 3D
geometry and face texture contribute to the reconstruction of realistic facial expressions.
The vivid facial textures, such as furrows, which are generated by different expressions, are
very difficult to capture and model. To create these features using geometric data (geometric
model) rather than texture data would require an extremely detailed 3D capture of the face
geometry, and a resulting high polygon count in the 3D model. In addition, shading these
details properly, if they were represented geometrically, would be very difficult since it
would require computing shadows and possibly even diffuse inter-reflection effects to look
realistic. The most widely used facial action coding system [10], the representation of facial
motion, has also been shown to have difficulty producing a large variety of complicated
facial expressions [16]. Due to these difficulties in current computer graphics technology,
facial texture extraction and update are the best choices for our current application. If facial
texture can be updated for every frame, the subtle change of facial textures (e.g., facial
wrinkles) generated by a variety of expressions can be easily captured and compensated, and
thus a realistic facial animation result can be achieved. However, the entire texture updating
using traditional waveform encoding methods (such as JPEG, MPEG, etc.) [19, 24] is an
expensive approach requiring high bandwidth (bit rates). Guenter et al. [12] produced a face
by capturing six camera views of high resolution, registered video images of the face and by
tracking the geometric deformation using colored circular paper fiducials glued to a person’s
face. Although the system produced a synthesized face of impressive quality, physical dots
had to be glued to a real face, and a large amount of storage space was required for texture
mapping. Around a 200 kbits/s bit rate can be achieved while keeping the high quality image,
which is, however, not in the range of a very low bit rate transmission (less than 64 kbits/s)
[22, 31, 33], Tao and Huang [35] proposed a piecewise bezier volume deformation model
to track face motion; impressive results of the synthesized face expressions were achieved.
However, only an initial frame texture was used, the realistic textures (e.g., wrinkles) are
still hard to be synthesized as desired for a lifelike expression.

Strom et al. [17] coded the entire face texture by employing the classical eigen face
approach, which requires a large number of faces as a training set to create a set of eigen
textures beforehand (i.e., working offline). Even though the image is divided into small
blocks, the complexity of computation is still a major concern in that scheme. In addition,
the model adaptation and geometric normalization are performed manually. To achieve a
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 35 dB, the bit rate must average over 200 kbit/s, while very low
bit rate video coding requires less than 64 kbits/s. Recently, Nishino et al. [18] presented a
new eigen texture method to make the input image be compressed and stored in eigen space.
This method samples appearance of a real object under various illumination and viewing
conditions and compresses it in the 2D coordinate system defined on the 3D model surface.
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The captured color image is divided into small areas that correspond to triangle patches
(called cells) on the 3D model. A sequence of cell images depict appearance variations on
the same physical patch of the object from various viewing directions. The compression
of the cell image is accomplished using principal component analysis. It can synthesize a
virtual object image of a particular pose with high quality by the interpolation method in
eigen space and can also seamlessly integrate the virtual object into a real scene. However,
no further result of applying this method to motion objects is reported (only static objects
look applicable). Moreover the computational expense and a large amount of storage for
eigen textures and projection coefficients on the eigen space make it more suitable for
applications in which the targets can be compressed offline beforehand; therefore it is not
applicable to our online compression system with movable and deformable objects. To
alleviate the computational load, some new, less time-consuming, approaches have been
investigated recently. A real-time rendering system using the multi-texture mapping method
was reported by Kunita et al. [23]. The prototype system can synthesize the image at a
high spatial sampling density; however, it requires 12 synchronized CCD cameras working
together to capture textures simultaneously. Conceivably, more bits are needed to encode
such a large number of textures.

In this paper, we propose an efficient method to detect and update the facial textures in
active wrinkle areas, and mouth–eye areas, and eventually synthesize the facial expressions
using these captured textures to achieve a very low bite rate coding (less than 40 kbit/s).
The fiducial point tracking and model adaptation are performed automatically.

Psychology research shows that a significant contribution to a realistic facial expression
comes not only from facial organs (i.e., eyes and mouth), but also from facial wrinkles
generated from the expression (i.e., expressive wrinkles) [11, 27]. The most significant
wrinkles on a human face are categorized into four types: (1) forehead wrinkle; (2) glabella
wrinkle (in between the eyebrows); (3) crows-feet wrinkle (outer corners of eyes); and
(4) nasolabial wrinkle (below the cheek, linking nose side and mouth corner), as shown
in Fig. 2a. In this work, instead of updating the entire facial texture [12, 14, 17, 26], we
update only partial textures, defined in the wrinkle areas and mouth–eye areas, which are
called textures of interest (TOI). Among the TOI, only the significant textures which are
generated along with the different expressions are used for image synthesis; they are called
active textures (AT). To synthesize a realistic facial expression, a wireframe model is first
adapted onto the face images to track the movement of expressions. The TOI is estimated
based on the fiducial points detected, such as the corners of facial organs and the geometric
information. The subsequent facial textures are normalized to an initial frame model, which
is taken as a standard size. Before the active textures on the normalized face image are
extracted, the TOI with arbitrary shapes are transformed (normalized) to a rectangle shape.
Among the normalized TOI, the active textures can be extracted by computing the temporal
texture correlation between the current frame and the initial frame. Then the active textures
are coded and transmitted to the other side to synthesize the entire facial texture. The prin-
cipal component analysis method is applied to compress the active textures. To synthesize
the facial texture on the receiving side, the first frame texture is mapped onto the subsequent
deformed frame model, then the active textures which have been decoded are added onto
the corresponding position of the face. A temporal blending technique is used to make the
synthesized texture appear more smooth. The system is outlined in Fig. 1. The animation
parameters can be compressed by the PCA + DCT compression algorithm presented by
Tao et al. [34].
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FIG. 1. Flow chart of the system composition.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, a method for fiducial
point estimation is described; Section 3 explains a new approach for model adaptation.
Section 4 shows how to determine the textures of interest and how to detect the active
texture area. In Section 5, the active texture compression algorithm is described. Section 6
shows how to synthesize the facial texture with wrinkles for each frame followed by some
experimental results with synthesized facial expressions in Section 7. Conclusions and final
remarks are given in Section 8.

2. FIDUCIAL POINT ESTIMATION

To obtain the textures of interest, a 3D wireframe face model is first matched onto an
individual face to track its different facial expressions. The adaptation procedure consists
of two stages: facial fiducial point estimation and physics-based dynamic mesh matching.
The correct estimation of the facial fiducial points will produce a correct matching of a face
model with the face. The accurate matching of the model will lead to an accurate tracking of
facial expressions and thus result in a correct selection of textures of interest (e.g., wrinkle
textures and eye and mouth textures).

Twenty-seven feature points are defined on a human face, located on the eyebrows, eye
corners, nose sides, mouth corners, and hair contour, as shown in Fig. 2a. We developed an
active tracking algorithm to estimate the head silhouette [38]. After the head silhouette is
obtained, the face and hair areas can be distinguished by a color classifier for their different
hue and intensity information; furthermore, a face region growing method is applied to
verify the region detected [25]. Thus the border of the face and hair can be obtained.
Eye and iris features are typical template-like features which can be robustly estimated by
Hough transformation and deformable template [30, 39] exploiting the eye color saturation
information [4]. Similarly, mouth shape can be estimated by deformable template methods,
using the hue information [38]. Based on the geometrical relationship of eyes and eyebrows,
the shape of eyebrows can be estimated by an integration projection method [5]. Nose side is
also an important geometric feature in our application, which aids in locating the nasolabial
wrinkle area effectively. This feature can be extracted by using a template matching method
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FIG. 2. (a) Feature points defined on a human face; (b) An example of feature points extracted on a person’s
face; (c) textures of interest; (d) Normalization of textures of interest (up: forehead area, glabella area, and left-right
crowfeet area; down: left-right nasolabial area, mouth, and left-right eye areas).

[40], in which a statistical correlation estimation between a predefined template and the nose
area is applied. After all the feature shapes are extracted, the 27 feature points (corners)
distributed on the corresponding shapes can be obtained. Figure 2b illustrates an example of
27 feature points detected on a person’s face. We integrated the above existing approaches
and developed the system for feature shape detection. Our implementation is described
below. (Please see our technique report [37] for a detailed description.)

2.1. Facial Organ Features Localization

Analyzing the head image is required to make an estimation of the position and size of
the characteristic facial organs, such as eyes, eyebrows, mouth, and nose. Since facial skin,
other than facial features and hair, exhibits a similar property in color and luminance, region
growing is suitable for extracting the connected skin area, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The whole
head region is denoted as H . The skin region, the subset of H , is denoted as S. The feature
region is the complementary set of S, as denoted by S̄, H = S ∪ S̄. Determining growing
threshold is not a trivial problem because of the small variation of color and luminance
in various regions of a face. A large growing threshold produces a large connected skin
region, splits the feature region into many pieces, and loses the completeness and shape
of the facial features. Moreover, it is difficult to identify and group too many pieces into
meaningful facial features. A small growing threshold produces a small skin region and
keeps the completeness of facial features. However, sometimes the skin region cannot
be completely grown, and when stopped in the middle its incompleteness also causes the
failure of facial organ detection. To overcome the difficulties encountered in region growing
and make the facial feature detection less sensitive to noise, a two-stage region growing

FIG. 3. Illustration of skin region and feature region.
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algorithm is developed—global region growing and local region growing. In global region
growing, a large growing threshold is selected to explore more skin area. Only the most
distinct features, such as the darkest parts of the eyes, the nostrils, and in between the lips,
remain. These parts provide important information on the locations of the facial features,
although the information on the shape and size is lost. The feature region information is
estimated in the second-stage region growing (i.e., local region growing). In this stage, the
region growing is performed in the feature areas individually. The initial seed pixel of the
skin is selected in the local area, and a smaller growing threshold can be selected so that
a small skin area surrounding the facial organ is detected and produces as much feature
information as possible.

2.1.1. Location of Feature Centers Using Global Region Growing

The head silhouette is obtained by background compensation as described in [38], the
search of facial features is then limited within this area. In general lighting conditions, the
hair and face exhibit distinct color appearances. Also, the facial features of iris, eyebrow,
in the between lips, and nostril have a distinguishable darkness when compared with the
facial skin, which usually exhibits approximate uniformity in color. Hence, the face feature
region can be extracted by segmenting the image using region growing based on the color
components. Note that the initial seed for growing is selected randomly in the face region;
the size of the grown region must be checked to ensure that it will be a reasonable face
region (e.g., the size must fall in between the half size of the silhouette area and the full size
of the silhouette area). As long as the size of the grown region is not of a reasonable size,
the seed must be reselected (e.g., neighbor pixel). The iteration process is performed until
the grown region fulfills the predefined condition. After the skin region growing, a number
of regions (blobs) are obtained. To extract the facial organ blobs (e.g., eyes, mouth, nose,
etc.), the top blobs and the bottom blobs (e.g., hair, collar, cloth, etc.) are removed. The
feature blobs are then processed for further classification by using k-means classifier.

Note that the eyebrow is also included in the eye class, their separation will be done later
in the shape estimation section. After the four feature classes are obtained, the class center
for each feature class can be obtained by taking the average of all blob centers of that class.
Figure 4 shows some examples of feature estimation.

2.1.2. Location of Feature Regions Using Local Region Growing

The local area of each feature (organ) is determined by the estimated location of the
feature center and the predefined surrounding size. To grow a skin region in the local area,
a seed pixel is selected from the periphery skin area of the feature organ. A smaller growing

FIG. 4. Classified features (the regions in the same class are labeled by the same gray level; the bottom
terminal of each vertical line is the center of each feature).
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FIG. 5. Extracted feature blobs.

threshold DTS is predefined. The feature blobs with large area are created, based only on
the luminance of the image rather than three color components. The feature region is a
complementary set of the grown region within a surrounding window. Finally the region
size of each organ (called the organ window) can be derived from the extracted feature blobs
which are represented by a binary image b. The feature area is represented by a high value
while the background area is represented by value zero, as shown in Fig. 5.

Note that the nose window and the eye window may be partially overlapped. In that
case, the nose window can be adjusted by shrinking in the vertical direction. This adjust-
ment prevents the class boundaries from overlapping. Eventually, feature areas with clear
boundaries can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 6.

2.2. Shape Estimation

The above work shows how facial features are restricted in the corresponding windows.
The next stage is to extract the real shape for fiducial point localization and the model
adaptation. The shape of facial features mainly refers to the contour of eye, eyebrow, mouth,
nose (nostril and nose side), and chin.

We choose deformable template using color information to detect the feature shapes. The
approaches to detecting eyes and mouth are similar; both use deformable template matching
and exploit color information. In addition, eye detection uses the Hough transform to search
the iris position and size to determine the initial location of the eye template.

2.2.1. Detection of Eye Shape

The approach to detecting the eyes is similar to [7] in that it uses the Hough transform
and deformable template matching; however, it also exploits color information (saturation)
to extract the eyes accurately. Since the coarse regions of two eyes have been robustly
detected in the previous section, the iris searching range is greatly reduced. The iris is the
most significant feature of the eye and has a simple circular shape. It is detected first by
using a gradient-based Hough transform for circles [8, 21].

FIG. 6. The restricted window area based on the extracted feature blobs.
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FIG. 7. Deformable template (model, initialization).

After the circles are extracted the deformable templates for the eyelids have to be initial-
ized. The model, along with all the parameters used, is shown in Fig. 7, with the parameters
being set as

h1 = 1.5riris h2 = 0.5riris w = 2.2riris, (1)

where riris is the radius of the extracted circle. The orientation α is determined by the center
points of the two circles. The initialized deformable template is also shown in Fig. 7. To avoid
the shrink problem, the location of the template and the size of the template are determined
separately. Two different types of image information are used to create potential fields, one
in each epoch. The image information extracted from a typical eye is shown in Fig. 8. First,
the color information (saturation) is exploited to locate the eyelids by approximating the
position of the deformable template relative to the iris. This is done by minimizing the
following energy (Esat), which is similar to the valley energy in [39],

Esat = − 1

|Aw|
∫
Aw

�sat(�x) d A. (2)

Aw is the area inside the parabolas but not inside the circle of the iris, and �sat(�x) is the
inverted saturation value of the color image. Since only the location (not the size) is changed
this method does not have the shrinking effect.

Next, the deformable template is matched accurately to the eyelids by minimizing the
following energy (Eedge):

Eedge = − 1

|Bw|
∫
Bw

�edge(�x) ds. (3)

Bw is the boundary of the parabolas and �edge(�x) is the edge magnitude. During this
minimization every parameter of the deformable template (location, orientation, height,

FIG. 8. Image fields used for computing the potential energy (image, saturation, edge).
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FIG. 9. Sequence (sample frame 1, 24, 68, 169) showing eye movement with matched eye template.

and width) can be changed. Some sample frames with the detected iris and lids’ shape are
shown in Fig. 9.

2.2.2. Detection of Eyebrow

Notice that in the feature location stage described in the previous section, the eyebrows
and eyes sometimes are difficult to separate because of the connection of the regions. Thus
in that stage, these two features are not distinguished; instead the eye regions detected
contain the eyebrow region. Because the iris and eye shape have been extracted by the
deformable template technique, the eye area can be excluded from the set of eye class, the
remaining set is the eyebrow area. The eyebrow has a distinguishable dark luminance from
the surrounding skin. The integral projection from horizontal and vertical directions can be
used respectively for a good shape estimation of the eyebrow.

The integral projection is a very useful technique for the extraction of regional salient
features [5]. Projections can be effective in determining the position of features. Let P(x, y)
be an image patch which contains the object of interest. The vertical integral projection of
P(x, y) in the [x1, x2] × [y1, y2] rectangle is defined as

IV(x) =
y2∑

y=y1

P(x, y). (4)

The horizontal integral projection is similarly defined as

IH(y) =
x2∑

x=x1

P(x, y). (5)

Since we have detected the eye shape, the approximate eyebrow region can be determined
using anthropometric measure (geometric relation of the eye and eyebrow). In the delimited
window of the eyebrow, the eyebrow width is computed by using the vertical integral
projection of the intensity and finding the two most significant opposite gradients in the
projection, the leftmost and rightmost points of the eyebrow can be detected.

To estimate the shape of the eyebrow, the horizontal integral projection is applied to
each column from the leftmost eyebrow to the rightmost eyebrow. The projection in each
column produces two most significant opposite gradients, whose positions are detected for
estimating the height of the eyebrow at that column. The estimated column height and the
position form the entire shape of the eyebrow. The example of the eyebrow detection is
shown in Fig. 10.

2.2.3. Detection of Mouth Shape

The algorithm for mouth detection can be outlined as follows:
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FIG. 10. Example of the eyebrow shape extraction using integral projection (IP): (left) horizontal IP is applied
within the vertical window. The left part of the graph is the curve of IH(y); (middle) vertical IP is applied within
the horizontal window. The lower part of the graph is the curve of IV(x), in which the two locations with maximum
opposite gradients correspond to the two ends of the eyebrow; (right) shape extraction using horizontal IP in each
column.

• Determine a coarse region of interest for the mouth, and determine the mouth status:
closed or open.

• Using color information (hue component) get an initial approximation for the lip. This
is done by minimizing the energy cost function.

• Localize the mouth contour by minimizing the edge cost function.

The features of the mouth are described by an open-mouth template and a closed-mouth
template, separately, which are composed of four or three parabolas Pi , respectively, as
shown in Fig. 11. The mouth features are represented by the mouth corner points and the
thickness of the lips. The open-mouth template consists of four parabolic curves, which are
defined as

pi = ho
i

(
1 −

(
q

L M

)2)
, (6)

where the parameters ho
i , i = 1, 2, . . . , 4, described opening heights of the upper and lower

lips. The width of the mouth L M is calculated as the distance between the two corners of
the mouth. The thickness of the lips are calculated as |ho

1 − ho
2| and |ho

4 − ho
3|. To represent

an open-mouth feature, six parameters are needed: ho
i , i = 1, 2, . . . , 4, and the two corners

of the mouth ml and mr .
The closed-mouth template consists of three parabolic curves, which are defined as

pi = hc
i

(
1 −

(
q

L M

)2)
. (7)

To represent a closed-mouth feature, five parameters are needed: hc
i (i = 1, 2, 3) and the

two corners of the mouth ml and mr .

FIG. 11. Deformable template for open mouth (left) and closed mouth (right).
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FIG. 12. Determination of the corners of a mouth: (a) Vertical projection for determining the width of a mouth.
(b) Horizontal projection for determining the corners of a mouth.

(1) Determination of mouth corners: In the previous section, the region center of the
mouth has been estimated. Using the vertical integral projection of the hue component of
the mouth region, two vertical lines at the leftmost and rightmost corners of the mouth
can be determined by finding the two most significant opposite gradients in the projection
(Fig. 12a). Suppose that the orientation of the mouth (i.e., a line in between the lips) follows
the orientation of the eye (i.e., a line connecting the centers of the left eye and the right
eye). At both sides, the horizontal integral projection, along the orientation of the mouth, is
performed to find the local peak for determining the location of the mouth corner (Fig. 12b).
The example of the estimation of mouth corners is shown in Fig. 13.

(2) Determination of closed mouth and open mouth: Because there are two deformable
templates, an open-mouth template and a closed-mouth template, the situation of whether
the mouth is open or closed has to be determined first. When considering the situation
in color space, the lips present a distinctive color property from the other areas of the
mouth. In a vertical strip crossing the center of the mouth, the horizontal integral pro-
jection of the hue component appears as two peaks in the projection map. The width of
the valley of the horizontal projection is a rule for discriminating whether the mouth is
open or closed. If the width of the valley is beyond two pixels, the mouth is assumed to be
open; otherwise, the mouth is assumed to be closed (see Figs. 14 and 15). The width of the
valley is estimated to be an initial parameter for the open-mouth template (i.e., ho

2 + ho
3).

The distance between the two most significant opposite gradients of the outside valley is
estimated as the initial parameter of the lip distance (i.e., ho

1 + ho
4).

(3) Deformable template matching: After it has been determined whether the mouth
is open or closed, deformable template matching can be performed to select the initial
parameters from the valley position. For instance, the initial parameter for the height of
the outside upper lip ho

1 is calculated as the distance from the upper edge of the outside

FIG. 13. Example of the mouth corner estimation.
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FIG. 14. Integral projection of the hue component for a mouth: (left) Horizontal projection to determine the
mouth—closed and mouth—open; (right) an example.

valley to the mouth center, while the one for the inside upper lip ho
2 is the distance from the

upper edge of the inside valley to the mouth center. A similar procedure is followed for the
estimation of the initial parameters ho

3 and ho
4.

In the case of mouth closed, the initial parameter of ho
2 is estimated as the distance from

the lower edge of the valley to the mouth center.
For the template matching in two different situations (i.e., mouth open and mouth closed),

different cost functions are proposed to deal with each case.

• Mouth-open cost function: The first cost function for an open mouth Eo
1 is based on

the color information of the lips, which is defined as

Eo
1 = k1 Eo

hue + k2 Eo
mean + k3 Eo

var , (8)

where

Eo
hue = 1

|Au |
∫
Au

�hue(�x) d A + 1

|Al |
∫
Al

�hue(�x) d A (9)

Eo
mean = −∣∣m Au − m Ao

∣∣ − ∣∣m Al − m Ao

∣∣ + σAu + σAo + σAl (10)

Eo
var = ∣∣σAu − σAo

∣∣ + ∣∣σAo − σAl

∣∣ + ∣∣σAl − σAu

∣∣, (11)

where Au and Al are the areas inside the parabolas of the upper lip and the lower lip,
respectively; �hue(�x) is the value of the hue component of the mouth image. Since the lips
appear more red under common lighting conditions, the hue component of the lip regions is
usually small. m Au , m Al , m Ao and σAu , σAo , σAl are the means and the variances of the hue

FIG. 15. Example of the horizontal projection of hue component for mouth—closed/open.
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component of the image in the regions of Au , Al , and Ao (in between the lips), respectively.
Since the teeth and the rest of the region between the lips have very different values in the
Y (luminance) component but not in the hue component, the hue component is used here
for evaluation rather than the Y component. Coefficients ki (i = 1, 2, 3) are the weighting
factors, which were set to 1 in the experiments, so that the three energy terms are treated
equally in their contribution to the calculation of the cost function. The second term Eo

mean

considers that the regions Au , Al , and Ao have different hue values but inside each region
there are almost no differences in hue value. The third term Eo

var considers that the variance
of the camera noise is the same in all regions. The deformable template matching in this step
is done by minimizing the energy Eo

1 ; the combination of (ho
1, ho

2, ho
3, ho

4) with the minimum
value of Eo

1 is selected as the approximate lip outline parameters of the open mouth.
To match the deformable template accurately to the mouth shape, the four curves are

further tuned by minimizing the following edge energy:

Eo
2 = −

4∑
i=1

1∣∣Bpi

∣∣
∫

Bpi

�edge(�x) ds. (12)

Bpi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are the boundaries of the parabolas and �edge(�x) is the edge magnitude.

• Mouth-closed cost function: The cost function for a closed mouth is similar to the
case of the open mouth, except that no Ao area appears in the closed mouth,

Ec
1 = k1 Ec

hue + k2 Ec
mean + k3 Ec

var, (13)

where Ec
hue is same as Eo

hue

Ec
mean = ∣∣m Au − m Al

∣∣ + σAu + σAl (14)

Ec
var = ∣∣σAl − σAu

∣∣. (15)

Coefficients ki (i = 1, 2, 3) are the weighting factors, which are set to 1 in the experiments.
After the region energy Ec

1 for the closed mouth is minimized, the parameters of the
template are further tuned by minimizing the edge energy, which is similar to the case of
the open mouth; i.e.,

Ec
2 = −

3∑
i=1

1∣∣Bpi

∣∣
∫

Bpi

�edge(�x) ds. (16)

Bpi (i = 1, 2, 3) are the boundaries of the parabolas and �edge(�x) is the edge magnitude.
Some sample results are shown in Fig. 16.

2.2.4. Detection of Nose Shape

The important nose features lie in the shapes of nostril and nose side. The accurate shape
of the nostril and the nose side can be an important component in a facial expression;
especially when a person is smiling or laughing, the nostril shape and the nose side change.
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FIG. 16. Sample frames of the deformable template matching on open/closed mouths.

(1) Nostril estimation: The nostril has a distinctive darkness from the facial skin. As
mentioned in the previous section, color-based region growing can roughly detect the po-
sition and the approximate shape of the nostrils. To detect the nostril shape correctly, a
geometric template is further applied to the nostril region, which is a twisted pair curve
with a leaf-like shape, as shown in Fig. 17. The nostril template is defined as a part of a
twisted pair curve, which is represented in a polar coordinate system,

ρ2 = a2 cos(sθ ). (17)

The nostril on the right side and the left side of a nose can be represented by the up-right
curve and the up-left curve, respectively. Parameter a is the width of a nostril. Parameter s
controls the shape of the curve, which is a real number in the range of [1, 10]. The smaller
the s value, the thicker the leaf-shape appears. Besides the parameters a and s, the orienta-
tion of the x axis and the position of the origin o can be adjustable as well. The relationship

FIG. 17. Template of nostrils.
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between (x, y) in Cartesian coordinate system and (ρ, θ ) in polar coordinate system is
simply defined as

x = ρ cos(θ ) (18)

y = ρ sin(θ ). (19)

From the detection of the nose regions in the previous section using color-based region
growing, the initial width of the nostril can be determined by calculating the distance
between the leftmost and rightmost pixels in the nostril region. The initial orientation of
the nostril can be determined by the eigen vector with the largest eigen value of the nostril
pixel region. The initial shape control parameter s is set to the value 2. Note that the two
nostrils are assumed to be symmetric with respect to the center line of the face; the nostril
not detected in the first stage can be determined by flipping the previous template.

After the initial parameters are estimated, deformable template matching can be per-
formed with the cost function for energy minimization being defined based on the as-
sumptions that: (1) the nostrils have distinctive darkness compared to the skin and (2) the
luminance gradient has a high value at the border of a nostril. The cost function for the right
nostril is defined as

Enl = k1 Enl
lumin + k2 Enl

grad, (20)

with Enl
lumin being

Enl
lumin = 1

|Ar |
∫
Ar

�lumin(�x) d A (21)

and Enl
grad being

Enl
grad = − 1

|Br |
∫
Br

�grad(�x) ds. (22)

Ar is the area inside the up-half of the right leaf-shape curve. �lumin(�x) is the value of
luminance component of the nostril region. �grad(�x) is the edge magnitude.

The cost function for the left nostril has the same definition as that for the right nostril,
except the left leaf-shape curve is used instead. During this minimization every parameter
of the deformable template (location, orientation, width, and shape) can be changed.

(2) Nose side estimation: The nose side is shaped like a vertical parabola. Assume that
the nose orientation has been normalized into the straight direction which is parallel to the
face center line, a pair of templates of the nose side (both the right and left sides) are defined
in Fig. 18:

xl =
(

hls

(
1 −

(
yl

|nl2 − nl1|
)2)

(23)

xr =
(

hrs

(
1 −

(
yr

|nr2 − nr1|
)2)

. (24)
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FIG. 18. Template of the nose side.

The initial corner of the nose side nl1 and nr1 have been fixed since the nostril has been
estimated. The parameter nl2, nr2 and the width hls , hrs need to be estimated by minimizing
the energy, as defined below—the cost function for the right side of a nose

Ens = k1 Ens
lumin + k2 Ens

grad, (25)

with Ens
lumin being

Ens
lumin = − 1

|Ar |
∫
Ar

�lumin(�x) d A (26)

and Ens
grad being

Enl
grad = − 1

|Br |
∫
Br

�grad(�x) ds. (27)

Ar is the area inside the parabola, which has bright luminance value �lumin(�x) in the nose
wing. �edge(�x) is the edge magnitude.

The cost function for the left side of a nose has the same definition as that for the right
side. In the course of nose tracking, the parameters obtained from the previous frame can be
also used as the initial parameters of the nose template in the current frame. Some sample
frames with the detected nostril and nose sides are shown in Fig. 19.

2.2.5. Detection of Chin Contours

For an automatic analysis of the person’s facial expressions, a more accurate adaptation
of the face model to the chin contours of the individual person is necessary. Therefore, the
chin contours in the image sequence have to be estimated.

FIG. 19. Sample frames of the deformable template matching on nostril and nose sides.
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FIG. 20. Deformable template of a chin.

The geometric model of the chin region simply consists of two parabolas (see Fig. 20).
The energy function is relatively simple:

Echin = k1 Echin
symm + k2 Echin

grad. (28)

The first term is based on the assumption that the chin has a symmetric structure with respect
to face vertical center,

Echin
symm = [Lc − Rc]2. (29)

The second term Echin
grad is the gradient energy in the chin boundary,

Echin
grad = − 1

|Br |
∫
Br

�grad(�x) ds − 1

|Bl |
∫
Bl

�grad(�x) ds. (30)

The initial endpoints bl and br can be determined by the intersection of the facial silhouette
and the orientation of mouth horizontal, both of which have been estimated in the previous
section. The chin bottom point a must occur at a certain position between a1 and a2 with
respect to the original mouth center, empirically based on the anatomy of an average face;
i.e.,

a1 = |centernose − centermouth|/2 + centermouth (31)

a2 = |centernose − centermouth| × 2 + centermouth. (32)

During the energy minimization, only the positions bl , br , and a are adjustable. Some
examples of chin contour detection are shown in Fig. 21.

FIG. 21. Sample frames of the deformable template matching on chin contours.
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FIG. 22. Top: coarse regions detected by color-based two-step region growing; Bottom: detected facial features
(iris, eye, eyebrow, nostril, nose sides, mouth, and chin) on frames 10, 24, 41 of video sequence “Guan.”

2.3. Performance Evaluation

We tested the feature detection algorithm on several other video sequences; Fig. 22 is
the sample result of video “Guan.” The integration of active tracking and two-stage region
growing limits the feature searching area and, furthermore, increases the efficiency of the
template initialization. Thanks to the ability of the selectable region “seeds,” the region
restriction is made effectively. As shown before, the deformable template incorporating
color information and integral projection detected the facial feature correctly. However,
some moderate assumptions are imposed in our work, which is similar to most existing
work, such as:

• The input images are a sequence of images showing the head and shoulders of a person
talking in front of a camera.

• The motion of the speaker is moderate with respect to the frame rate (and image size).
• Certain facial features are always visible. Thus, head rotations that impede the visibility

of eyes and mouth are excluded. Similarly, the face may not be occluded by other objects
such as gesticulating hands.

• The head inclination (rotation around the three main axes x, y, z) is less than 45
degrees.

• The face has no facial hair (such as a beard or a moustache), glasses, etc.

We use a camera mounted on an active platform (pan/tilt) to take an active video sequence,
which shows a talking person with an unconstrained background. The camera rotation is
less than ±5◦. In the eye tracking, the Hough transform coupled with the saturation-based
deformable template is the first important step to extract the eye shape. The hue information
is explored for lip shape extraction. The closed-mouth and open-mouth detection gives us
sufficient accuracy to use the corresponding template to match to the mouth. The extraction
of the chin, nostril, and nose side has been attempted as well in this section. Note that our
deformable template matching algorithm only uses several single steps to fit the template
to the facial features, it avoids the computational complexity resulting from a large amount
of search of the parameters, and the template shrinking problem.
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TABLE 1

Performance Evaluation of the Detection of Facial Features in Eight Video Sequences

Number of Absolute mean deviation (in pixels)
Sequence tested

title frames eye(l/r) eyebrow(l/r) noseside(l/r) nostril(l/r) mouth chin

Mario 60 1.9/2.0 2.1/1.9 1.8/2.0 2.1/1.9 2.8 3.0
Guan 30 2.1/1.8 1.8/1.8 1.7/1.9 1.6/2.0 3.0 3.4
Dima 30 3.4/3.8 1.8/1.4 2.1/2.0 1.5/1.9 2.9 3.8
Stan 30 3.3/3.5 2.5/2.2 2.0/1.7 1.9/2.2 4.0 5.1
Dana 30 2.5/3.0 2.3/2.5 2.3/2.7 2.0/1.8 3.7 3.5
Xun 30 3.2/3.6 3.1/2.9 3.0/2.8 3.0/2.4 2.5 3.2
Claire 30 1.2/1.3 2.4/2.7 2.8/2.3 1.4/1.4 2.9 2.7
Alau 30 1.5/1.4 1.3/2.1 1.4/1.9 1.8/1.6 2.3 2.3
Total 270 2.4 2.1 2.1 1.9 2.9 3.3

Note. l/r stands for left/right. Sample frames from these video sequences are shown in Fig. 23.

The feature tracking algorithm is also tested on other video sequences (such as “Dima,”
“Stan,” “Dana,” “Xun”) with pan and tilt movement of the active platform, and with still cam-
era platform (such as “Claire,” and “Alau”). The performance for detecting the feature obje-
cts is shown in Table 1. The sample frames of the eight video sequences are shown in Fig. 23.
The features of objects are considered being correctly detected if the feature points of the

FIG. 23. From top left to bottom right: Mario, Guan, Dima, Stan, Dana, Xun, Claire, and Alau. In each box:
original frame (left); feature shape detected (right).
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corresponding region falls close enough to the manually determined points in each frame
(i.e., the distance between the detected point and the manually picked point should be less
than 4 pixels). Table 1 indicates for each sequence: the number of frames tested, the absolute
mean error in the feature regions of the eye, eyebrow, nose side, nostril, mouth, and chin.
The overall performance (measured over all tested frames) gives an indication of the capa-
bility of the system to detect most feature objects correctly (only 18 of 270 frames have an
indication that the position errors in mouth, nose side, eyebrow, and chin regions are beyond
4 pixels). The reasons for the failure are: (1) initial template localization is not accurate
enough if the head rotation is large (such as “Xun” and “Dima”); (2) the hue and saturation
signals are not strong enough under certain imaging conditions (such as “Stan,” “Dima,” and
“Dana”); (3) the size of the feature area appears small if the image resolution is low (such
as “Claire” 288 × 360 pixels) and cannot provide enough feature information for template
matching.

The feature extraction proposed here is, to some extent, invariant under changing lighting
conditions. However, when these changes drastically influence the object region’s image
characteristics (e.g., when there is an artificial edge in image due to shadowing effects),
the shape extraction scheme may find an incorrect shape. Changes in scale, rotations,
and lighting conditions or occlusions may cause a mismatch between the assumed image
characteristics and the actual characteristics and thus influence the performance of the shape
extraction scheme. Therefore, a more flexible and adaptive template needs to be designed so
that the multiple templates for one object region or a higher order template can be used for
improving the performance of feature extraction. Future research should mainly be directed
toward improving the robustness and accuracy of the shape extraction scheme. We have the
following suggestions to accomplish this:

• The template which is used in a given situation should be predictable on the basis of
the information extracted from the coarse region, so that different templates for various
imaging conditions can be introduced.

• In the current implementation, parabolic boundary curve templates are used for feature
shape estimation, such as eye contours, lip shape, etc., which mostly use three parametric
curves with three control points for each boundary curve (i.e., two endpoints and one middle
point). To increase the accuracy of the template matching, the old template model can be
improved by increasing the order of each boundary curve, through adding more control
points to each outline curve, which is a so-called “fine-tuned template.”

3. PHYSICS-BASED DYNAMIC MESH MATCHING

Using the information extracted from head motion [38] and facial features (i.e., fiducial
points, eye contour, mouth contour, and face silhouette), a 3D wireframe model can be fitted
to the moving face. We developed a so-called “coarse-to-fine” adaptation algorithm using
the extended dynamic mesh to implement the model adaptation procedure. The principle
of the extended dynamic mesh is to minimize the mesh energy, which is stored in nodal
points, based on the features of images. Dynamic mesh (DM) (or called adaptive mesh)
is a well-known approach for adaptive sampling of images and physically based modeling
of non-rigid objects. The results shown by previous work [13, 20, 36] demonstrated that
this technique has become the basis for many powerful approaches in computer vision and
computer graphics. The adaptive mesh can be assembled from nodal points connected by
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adjustable springs. The fundamental equation [13] is a second-order differential equation,
which can be written as

mi
d2xi

dt2
+ γi

dxi

dt
+ gi = fi ; i = 1, . . . , N , (33)

where xi is the position of node i , mi is the point mass of node i , γi is the damping coefficient
dissipating kinetic energy in the mesh through friction, fi is the external force acting on
node i , and gi is the internal force on node i due to the springs connected to neighboring
node j .

To simulate the dynamics of the deformable mesh, the equations of motion are numerically
integrated forward through time until the mesh is nearly stabilized. Although a number of
numerical methods to solve this equation have been used (e.g., Euler method and Runge–
Kutta method [29, 36], the stability is still the main concern in achieving a satisfactory
solution. For example, when a node moves across an image feature boundary associated
with an abrupt change in its image intensity, the stiffness of those springs connecting with the
node changes rapidly and results in a possible reversal of the nodal force, which may lead to
perpetual oscillation of the node. In this type of situation a new equilibrium state cannot be
reached. To make the mesh converge to a stable state, mi and γi must be carefully chosen.
The overdamped behavior (i.e., large values of mi and γi ) will contribute to enhancing
the stability of the numerical simulation; however, it is at the expense of the accuracy of the
solution. To make the solution more stable and accurate, we extend the conventional dynamic
mesh method [13] by introducing a so-called “energy-oriented mesh” (EOM) to refine
adaptive meshes. The major differences between conventional dynamic mesh and the EOM
are: (1) EOM makes the mesh movement in the direction of mesh energy decrease instead
of decreasing the node velocities and accelerations and (2) EOM checks the node energy
in each motion step without considering the velocity it is independent of the DM and can
be the supplemental step to the DM for stabilizing mesh movements. Therefore, our model
adaptation procedure consists of two major steps: (1) coarse adaptation, which applies the
DM method to make the large movement converge quickly to the region of an object and (2)
fine adaptation, which applies the EOM method to finely adjust the mesh obtained after the
first step and make the adaptation more “tight” and “accurate.”

3.0.1. Principle of Energy Minimization in Energy-Oriented Mesh

According to the principle of minimum potential energy, of all possible kinematically
admissible displacement configurations that an elastic body can take up, the configuration
which satisfies equilibrium makes the total potential energy assume a minimum value [9].
The potential energy stated in the principle of minimum potential energy includes the
strain energy and the potential energy formed by external forces. In our model, there is no
external force and all the strain energy is stored as the elastic energy in springs. To reach
the equilibrium state, the elastic energy in the springs have to be minimized by displacing
nodes. If we let node i move under a nodal force while all the neighboring nodes are fixed,
the node will move in the direction of the nodal force because the gradient of total spring
energy on node i (Ei ) is in the same direction as the nodal force (gi ). This implies that for
meshes associated with the image observations, if we let nodes move by successive steps
based on the principle of minimum potential energy and reduce strain energy at each step,
finally we should obtain a fine adaptation of this image.
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When a spring mesh is not in equilibrium state, those nodes with non-zero forces acting
on them tend to move in the direction of the resultant nodal forces. The movements of nodes
will reduce the energy caused by strain. When a final equilibrium state is reached, no further
movements will occur. To prevent a node from being over displaced at each step, energy
change for each step must be checked to ensure that the step has reduced the energy in a
non-increasing way along the direction of movement.

3.0.2. Detailed Algorithm

We use a detailed 3D face model (2954 vertices and 3118 patches) to achieve more
realistic animation. The following is the main procedure for the face model adaptation:

I. Based on the 3D face model, feature vertices can fit to the feature points directly; the
feature points consist of fiducial points, eye contour, mouth contour, and face silhouette,
which are extracted in the previous stage.

II. To adapt the remaining vertices (i.e., non-feature vertices) onto the face image, two
steps are applied: (1) coarse adaptation (DM method) and (2) fine adaptation (EOM method).

(1) Coarse adaptation: Solve the dynamic motion equation (33) using conventional ex-
plicit Euler time-integration procedure [29] until the motion parameters (velocity vi and
acceleration ai ) are less than a certain threshold. In our implementation of Eq. (33) no ex-
ternal force is involved. The boundary vertices are fixed, which include the feature vertices
defined on the face model and the vertices on the border of the face silhouette. Let node i
be connected to a set of nodes (denoted by Mi ). The set Mi contains ni nodes; i.e., node
i is attached to ni springs. The total internal force acting on node i due to these spring
movements is

gi =
∑
j∈Mi

Ci j (‖ri j‖ − li j )
ri j

‖ri j‖ , (34)

where ri j = x j − xi , xi , and x j are the positions of nodes i and j ; li j is the natural length
of the spring connected from nodes i to j ; ‖ri j‖ is its actual length; and Ci j is the stiffness
of the spring i j .

Based on the nodal value (i.e., intensity in the nodal position), the springs automatically
adjust their stiffness to distribute meshes in accordance with the local complexity of the
image. Before calculating the stiffness, we apply a Sobel operator to obtain a gradient image,
then normalize the intensity values of the gradient image within the range of [0, 1]. Suppose
the stiffness of a spring changes linearly along with the nodal values on the normalized
gradient image, the calculation is then

Ci j = −(k2 I + k1), (35)

where k1 is the predefined minimum stiffness of springs in the mesh; k1 + k2 is the maximum
stiffness of springs; and I is derived from the nodal values on the normalized gradient image.
Unlike the stiffness calculation in [13], which takes the average of two nodal values on a
spring, we apply a weighted sum of nodal values as shown in Eq. (36). This implies that
the node closer to the feature vertices will contribute more to the stiffness.

I = d j

di + d j
Si + di

di + d j
S j , (36)
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FIG. 24. Node displacement within a triangle area in each step: n1: node start position; n2: node end position;
n3: node end position in next step.

where Si and Sj are the nodal values on the normalized gradient image at nodes i and j ,
respectively. di (or d j ) is the minimum distance from node i (or j) to the nearest vertex in
the set of extracted feature vertices.

To obtain the nodal values (Si , Sj ), we use the conventional finite element concept to
calculate the sub-pixel values in between the neighboring pixels. As shown in Fig. 24, we
split the pixel rectangle into two triangular elements so that sub-pixels within a certain
triangle (a plane) are linearly distributed with the same property. The purpose of splitting
into two triangular elements is to prevent the node movement over displace in the next fine
adaptation process (e.g., jump across an edge boundary in a motion step). Let A denote a
pixel at position (xA, yA) having value IA. Four neighboring pixels A, B, C, D are split into
two triangular elements �ABC and �BC D. The value of sub-pixel p within �ABC can
be obtained from Eq. (37) (see [9])

Ip = a1 yp + a2x p + a3, (37)

where

a1 = (xC − xB)IA + (xA − xC )IB + (xB − xA)IC (38)

a2 = (yB − yC )IA + (yC − yA)IB + (yA − yB)IC (39)

a3 = (xB yC − xC yB)IA + (xC yA − xA yC )IB + (xA yB − xB yA)IC . (40)

Proof. The linear interpolating polynomial must be of the form as in Eq. (37). At each
of the node points, the following interpolation function should be satisfied:

IA = a1 yA + a2xA + a3 (41)

IB = a1 yB + a2xB + a3 (42)

IC = a1 yC + a2xC + a3. (43)

Solving equation group (41)–(43) for the values of a1, a2, a3 yields

a1 = 1

2S
[(xC − xB)IA + (xA − xC )IB + (xB − xA)IC ] (44)

a2 = 1

2S
[(yB − yC )IA + (yC − yA)IB + (yA − yB)IC ] (45)

a3 = 1

2S
[(xB yC − xC yB)IA + (xC yA − xA yC )IB + (xA yB − xB yA)IC ], (46)
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where S, the area of the triangle, is given by the formula

S = 1

2
(xB yC − xC yB + xC yA − xA yC + xA yB − xB yA). (47)

because neighboring pixels have the following relation:

xA = xC , yA = yB, yC − yA = 1, xB − xA = 1. (48)

Substituting the above expressions into Eq. (47), we obtain S = 0.5, and the scaling coef-
ficient 1

2S = 1. Then a1, a2, and a3 are obtained using Eqs. (38)–(40).

Similar equations can be used if the point p is within �BC D.
(2) Fine adaptation: After the mesh stabilizes, fine adjustments can be done by the

EOM method for making meshes converge to the image “tightly.” Assuming that the image
intensity changes continuously over the spatial domain, the gray values in between pixels
can be obtained from Eq. (37). The criterion of the fine movement of nodes is that only
movements that decrease the node energy stored in the connected springs are allowed. The
node energy calculation and node motion rules are described below:

• Obtain node force: Of all the nodes on the mesh except the boundary vertices, find
a node with the largest value of the nodal force using Eq. (34), e.g., gi . Within a sub-pixel
domain (triangle area), search sub-pixels along the direction of the gi vector in order to find
one having minimum node energy.

• Obtain node energy: The strain energy Ei j stored in a spring i j is calculated as
follows:

Ei j = Ci j (‖ri j‖ − li j )
2. (49)

Node energy Ei is defined as the summation of the energy stored in all the springs connected
to node i ; i.e.,

Ei =
∑
j∈Mi

Ei j . (50)

• Displacement of a node: Displacement of a node at a step is along the direction of
the resultant nodal force. Theoretically, a node should move to a new position within the
triangle domain, where the node energy is a local minimum. To simplify the computation, in
the current implementation, we calculate the node energy in three positions (i.e., node start
position (e.g., n1), middle position (e.g., p), and node end position (e.g., n2)). The position
with the minimum node energy is the new position that the node is allowed to move to. So
a displacement at a step is only within a triangular area (including the boundary lines AC
and BC , for example, in Fig. 24 from the node start position to the node end position). The
maximum displacement of a node in one step will not exceed the distance between two
adjacent pixels.

The rules for moving a node to a new position follow two conditions:

—Check the node energy at the start position and the end position. The energy must
decrease; this ensures that the spring system has reached a state with less energy.
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FIG. 25. Schematic diagram of the extended adaptive mesh method.

—To prevent the reversal of nodal force in the new position, the inner product of the
force vector (FL ) at the node position with the force vector (FM ) at the new position must
be greater than zero; this prevents the oscillating movement of nodes.

If the two conditions above are satisfied, the node is allowed to move to the new position.
Otherwise, the node stays in its current place, and the procedure checks the node with
second largest force, repeats the above procedure and continues until no node satisfies the
above two conditions or the largest nodal force in the mesh is small enough (less than a
certain threshold). Figure 25 shows a flow chart of the extended adaptive mesh algorithm
in its current implementation.

EOM makes the mesh movement in the direction of mesh energy decrease instead of
decreasing the node velocities and accelerations. The model mesh will gradually fit the
image features and make the adaptation highly accurate. An example of the mesh adaptation
in two steps on eye images (Fig. 9) is shown in Figs. 26 and 27. Figure 26 shows the animated

FIG. 26. Eye movement. (Top) coarse adaptation using DM method (mi = 1.2, γi = 1.2, k1 = 1.0, k2 = 9.0,
threshold of vi and ai are 60.0 at the time of stopping adaptation). (Bottom) fine adaptation using EOM method
(the largest nodal force is 0.05 when adaptation is stopped).
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FIG. 27. Overlapped eye mesh: coarse adaptation (top); fine adaptation (bottom).

eye sequence after the first step (DM) and the second step (EOM), in which a plane mesh
is used for testing our extended adaptive mesh algorithm. The overlapped results of coarse
and fine adaptations are shown in Fig. 27. The improvement of the adaptation accuracy
from coarse adaptation (DM) to fine adaptation (EOM) can be clearly seen by comparing
the top sequence with the bottom sequence in Figs. 26 and 27.

Figure 28 shows some sample results of model adaptation on an expressive face. How-
ever, this procedure is time-consuming. Table 2 compares the time spent on the compu-
tation of DM and EOM when running on a SGI-O2 machine. For DM, each time step
requires the evaluation of velocity and acceleration for all of the nodes; for EOM, each
node requires the evaluation of internal force, nodal energy at three positions in sub-pixel
domain (triangle element). In DM, all the nodes move simultaneously, while in EOM,
the node movement is one by one until no nodal energy is further reduced. So EOM is
more time consuming than DM (as shown in Table 1). Although the two-step adaptation
method produces accurate results for model adaptation, real-time implementation is dif-
ficult because of computation time. Speeding up the process of EOM and DM is highly
desired in our future work. In our current implementation, the maximum force that sat-
isfies the displacement criteria is searched from all the nodes after each movement of a
node, which takes significant computation time. One alternative is to move a node until the
node cannot be moved any further, while keeping the neighboring nodes fixed. This change
is expected to reduce the search time and improve the efficiency of the EOM adaptation
process.

FIG. 28. Extended dynamic mesh adaptation. Top row: original image sequence (frame 1, 19, 21). Bottom
row: adapted face model.
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TABLE 2

Computation Time in DM and EOM (Note That

above Numbers Represent the Average Time per

Frame in the Individual Sequence)

Computation time
Experimental

sequences DM (s/frame) EOM (s/frame)

Tested eyes 6.5 9.7
Mario face 11.4 17.3

4. ACTIVE TEXTURE DETECTION

After the facial model is fitted onto a face in a video sequence, the facial expressions
are represented by a series of deformed facial models. As we discussed in Section 1, a
deformed facial model represents only a geometric structure of a facial expression, which
mainly reflects the expression of the eyes and mouth areas. This is not enough to represent
a realistic vivid expression of a face. To reconstruct a lifelike expression of a face, it is
necessary to provide the texture information of the face corresponding to the individual
expression. The fitted model sketches the accurate location of texture areas. Since the size
and shape of textures of interest vary with different expressions, the adapted facial model
must be warped to a standard shape and size. Here we choose the first frame model as a
standard model. We assume the first frame shows a natural expression with front view of a
face, and this standard model and the corresponding texture have been stored in both sides
(sender and receiver). A face model consists of a number of triangle elements. Figure 29
shows the principle of the geometric transformation with a triangle element. A pixel k within
a triangle element P is transformed into a new pixel position k ′ within the standard triangle
element P ′, as formulated in Eq. (51).

k′ = T · k, (51)

where k = [xk, yk, 1]T , k ′ = [xk ′ , yk ′ , 1]T . The transformation matrix T is derived from the
relationship of the two triangle elements, as shown in Eqs. (52) and (53).

P′ = T · P (52)

T = P′ · P−1, (53)

FIG. 29. Texture transformation within a triangle.
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FIG. 30. Example of whole face texture transform: from 15th model (texture) to first frame model (texture).

where

P′ =




x ′
1 x ′

2 x ′
3

y′
1 y′

2 y′
3

1 1 1


, T =




a1 b1 c1

a2 b2 c2

0 0 1


, P =




x1 x2 x3

y1 y2 y3

1 1 1


. (54)

Figure 30 shows an example of model transformation from kth (k = 15) frame model to
first frame model, and the corresponding textures. After the normalization, the subsequent
faces with different expressions have the same shape, but different texture, than the first
frame.

Since the fiducial points are extracted in the previous stage, the TOI areas can be deter-
mined by the geometric relationship of these fiducial points. Figure 2c shows the textures
of interest formed from the fiducial point locations. For example, a forehead wrinkle area
is a quadrilateral, which is limited to the leftmost and the rightmost areas of eyebrows in
width, and the bottom line of hair and the top line of eyebrows in height; a glabella wrinkle
area is a block in between the inner eye corners (or inner eyebrow corners, whichever has
smaller distance) in width, and the top line of eyebrows and corner line of inner eyes in
height; a crows-feet wrinkle occurs between the outside corner of the eyebrow and top
of the nose in height, and the outside corner of the eye and the hair contour in width; a
nasolabial area is a polygon which is formed by the side of the nose, outside corner of the
mouth, and outside corner of the eye. To reduce the computation time, the size and shape of
the extracted textures are renormalized to a standard size and shape, which is smaller than
the actual size, using the geometric transformation method in Fig. 29. Figure 2d shows the
normalized TOI in wrinkle and eyes and mouth areas.

Although the textures of interest are extracted in each frame, not all the textures extracted
contribute to the facial expression synthesis. To represent the facial texture efficiently, only
the active textures, which are the typical textures representing significant facial expression,
need to be transmitted. The active texture detection conforms to the following criteria: If
we view a specific texture of interest along consecutive frames, for example, the nasolabial
wrinkle texture, each nasolabial wrinkle texture of the successive frame is correlated with
the first frame to a certain degree. The higher the correlation computed between two na-
solabial wrinkle textures, the closer their similarity is. In other words, the active wrinkle
generated from the different expressions can be estimated by a lower correlation between
the wrinkle of the current frame and the initial first frame, so do the mouth and eye areas. The
correlation coefficient Cw(wt0 , wtk ) of a certain TOI w between the tk frame and t0 frame is
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FIG. 31. Diagram of active texture (AT) detection.

computed as

Cw(t0, tk) = Ew

(
wt0wtk

) − mwt0
mwtk

σw(t0)σw(tk)
, (55)

where Ew( ) is a mean operation, mwt0
, σ 2

w(t0), and mwtk
, σ 2

w(tk) are the means and variances
of the normalized TOI at frame t0 and frame tk , respectively. The higher the value of
Cw(wt0 , wtk ), the lower the probability of the region being an active area. A TOI area
showing a large difference from the initial frame (i.e., low correlation value) is extracted as
an active area. By doing this, a very limited number of active textures need update, reducing
the amount of information that needs to be transmitted. Figure 31 shows the procedure of
active texture detection.

5. ACTIVE TEXTURE COMPRESSION

Each active area represents a class of images on a specific region of a face. When com-
pressing such a clearly defined class of images (e.g., active wrinkle textures, active mouth,
and eyes textures), all-purpose basis functions (such as FFT, DCT, etc.) are obviously not
the best choice. A set of active textures of a person is a class of textures with the same
statistical property, which in general represents a statistical resemblance determined by the
action of different facial expressions. For example, normally the forehead wrinkle has hor-
izontal folds; the crows-feet wrinkle has smile-shape oblique folds; the nasolabial wrinkle
has parentheses-shape folds, etc. With these specific classes of textures, transformations
associated with a specific statistical property is obviously a good choice, i.e., K-L transfor-
mation (principal component analysis). The principal component analysis method provides
a more efficient and adaptive form to represent active textures and therefore saves more bits
while keeping the quality reasonable, as compared to DCT-based methods (such as JPEG
and MPEG). By using this method, the output image can be described by the texture bases
(called eigen textures). Since we only compute the textures of interest which have small
areas, the computation load and storage capacity are greatly alleviated. This idea is similar
to the strategy presented previously by Pentland et al. [28], Strom et al. [17], and Nishino
et al. [18] in which the whole face image is divided into blocks; however, our method has
an even fewer number of textures to compute.

We have defined nine active texture areas on a face. Suppose each area has M textures
as an individual training set; each texture has N pixels. First, the color texture image in
RGB pixels with 24-bit depth is compressed into YUV format using 4 : 1 : 1 subsampling
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(U = Cr , V = Cb). Each texture i in a training set is converted to a vector xi with a di-
mension of 1 × 1.5 N by raster scanning the pixel values in each color band as shown in
Eq. (56).

xi = [
xY

i,1, . . . , xY
i,N , xU

i,1, . . . , xU
i,N/4, x V

i,1, . . . , x V
i,N/4

]
. (56)

Then, the vectors in each training set forms an individual texture space x,

x = [
xT

1 , xT
2 , . . . , xT

M

]T
. (57)

The mean texture of each space is computed from their own training set—i.e., mx = E{x}—
the average of the texture vectors in texture space x. Cx is defined as a covariance matrix
of the texture space x,

Cx = E{(x − mx)(x − mx)T}. (58)

The transformation from a texture space x into an eigen space y is represented as

yi = A(xi − mx), (59)

where A is a matrix whose rows are formed from the eigen vectors of Cx, ordered so that
the first row of A is the eigen vector corresponding to the largest eigen value, and the last
row is the eigen vector corresponding to the smallest eigen value.

After the K-L transform is performed, 1.5 N texture bases (eigen textures) are created
and sorted in decreasing eigen value order. To reconstruct active textures with adequate
accuracy and to efficiently compress the data, n texture bases (n � N ) are selected to
form a transform matrix. The new texture to encode is projected onto the n texture bases.
The active texture is now represented by n K-L coefficients and the corresponding set of
texture bases. The n K-L coefficients can then be quantized to lower bit rates.

Because the transform matrix is derived from the statistical property of the texture, the
population of the vectors in the training set directly affects the efficacy of the transformation.
Increasing the size of the training set would increase the coding efficiency and the image
quality [17]. Therefore, besides inputting the active textures into the training sets, we also
add their mirror texture into it. For example, the left side of the nasolabial wrinkle texture
would be more or less similar to the mirrored one of the right side, so the mirrored texture of
the right side of the nasolabial wrinkle can be added to the training set for the left nasolabial
wrinkle texture.

With the K-L transformation, the advantage of the partial texture update will be demon-
strated in the section on experimental results.

6. FACIAL TEXTURE SYNTHESIS AND EXPRESSION GENERATION

Since the facial texture for each frame is synthesized by the first frame image (for example,
showing a natural expression) and the corresponding decoded active textures, simply texture
mapping is not good enough on a final appearance; especially on the boundary of the wrinkle
texture, the sharp brightness transition is obviously seen. To overcome this drawback, a
temporal blending method is applied to smooth the texture boundary, in which the brightness
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FIG. 32. The weight value selection for texture blending.

of the active texture is linearly blended with the image of the first frame on the boundary.
The blending weight is in the range between 0 and 1; the value being a function of the pixel
position in the active texture. In the large central area of the texture, the weight is set to
1. In the transition area the value decreases from 1 to 0, as the texture gets closer to the
boundary. The blended texture value is computed as

bk = (1 − w) · f1 + w · fk (60)

w =



1 (x, y) within a central area or on the border;

r√
2πσ

e− (x−xe )2+(y−ye )2

2σ2 + c (x, y) within transition area,
(61)

where bk is the blended value of the kth frame active texture at the location (x, y). f1 and
fk are the active texture values in frames 1 and k, respectively. w is the blending weight

FIG. 33. Expression synthesis using partial texture update and blending technique. Top two: synthesized 2D
facial texture using the 1st frame texture and the active textures of frame 15 and frame 19, respectively. Bottom
two: Using the left synthesized textures to map (warping) onto the 3D face model of frame 15 and frame 19. This
is a reverse normalization procedure (de-normalization) of Fig. 30.
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as depicted in Fig. 32. (xe, ye) is a variable position on the edge (borderline between the
central area and the transition area). r is a factor for normalizing the values; here r is set to√

2πσ . The response of the human visual system tends to “overshoot” around the boundary
of regions of different intensity. The result of this brightness perception is to make areas of
constant intensity appear as if they had varying brightness. This is a well-known Mach-band
effect. To alleviate the Mach-band effect, in the transition area the weight value is determined
by the Gaussian distribution centered at variable positions of (xe, ye) to make texture fusion
smoother and the intensity difference around the boundary region smaller. The variance
σ and constant c are adjustable, which are set here as σ = 1.0, c = 0.2. This blending
process makes the two textures be synthesized visually smoother from our experiment.
Figure 33 shows the example results of 2D texture synthesis in the normalized size, and its
mapping on the 15th frame model and 19th frame model using the inverse normalization
process.

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A video sequence showing the different expressions of a person is the input for our
experiment. The resolution of each frame is 550 × 700 pixels. Figure 34 (row 1) shows the
results of model adaptation using the extended dynamic mesh matching algorithm. Row 2
shows the original face textures. The results of face image normalization, and extracted
textures of interest (e.g., wrinkle, eye, and mouth) are shown as polygons in row 3. Row 4
shows the group of textures of interest, which are geometrically normalized into the size of
50 × 90 for forehead texture, 30 × 30 for glabella texture, 40 × 40 for both left and right
crows-feet textures, 80 × 40 for both left and right nasolabial textures, 50 × 80 for mouth
texture, and 40 × 80 for both left and right eye textures.

To detect the active texture among the TOI, the correlation values of the TOI between the
first frame and the subsequent frames are computed. The temporal correlation of six wrinkle
textures and eye–mouth textures are changed along with different expressions, the textures
whose correlation values are below the threshold line are detected as active textures. The
threshold is selected by a statistical result. We use five sets of video sequences with five
people’s expressions as a training set. Each video sequence has 65 frames, which shows
the individual’s smiling, laughing, sad, worry, and surprise (the first frame shows a natural
expression). The textures of interest in different areas are extracted individually. Then the
correlation of the first frame texture and the subsequent frame texture is calculated. For each
sequence, we obtained a threshold by observing the apparent change in the expressions.
Then, the final threshold is obtained by the average of the five thresholds corresponding to
the five persons’ textures. The threshold selection is done by the above training process.
With more training samples, the accuracy of the threshold increases. The threshold value
obtained is 0.8 (forehead), 0.85 (glabella), 0.7 (crowsfeet), 0.5 (nasolabial), 0.45 (mouth),
and 0.35 (eye). Figures 35 and 36 show the example of active texture detection, in which an
original video showing a person’s different expressions is input to our system. The person’s
expression changes in several stages, i.e., natural → eye-closing → smiling → laughing
→ back-to-natural → worrying or sad → surprise. In the Chart I, the active texture of the
forehead wrinkle is captured when the expression goes to “surprise,” where the forehead
horizontal-shape wrinkle is formed. In Chart II, the active glabella texture (in between the
eyebrows) is detected when the “worry or sad” expression is enacted. In Charts III and IV,
the curves of texture correlation in crowsfeet area (outer corners of eyes) and the nasolabial
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FIG. 34. Facial texture synthesis: Row 1: fitted model. Row 2: original texture. Row 3: normalized face
texture. Row 4: normalized textures of interest. Row 5: updated textures of interest. Row 6: synthesized face (from
left to right: frame 20, 32, 42, 62 of video Mario).

regions go down to the threshold value for the “smiling” and “laughing” expressions, the
eye-corner wrinkles with smile-shape oblique folds and mouth–nose side wrinkles with
parentheses-shape folds are generated. Chart V indicates the active mouth textures detected
when the mouth is opening to expose the teeth. Active eye textures are estimated by the
correlation values lower than the threshold in Chart-VI, there are three locations showing
the obvious change with eye textures, which are in the stages of “eye closing,” “sad” and
“surprise.”
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FIG. 35. Chart of temporal correlation of wrinkle textures between the first frame (left-most face of the top
row) and the subsequent frames. The top is an original video sequence showing a person’s face with different
expressions from left to right, such as initial natural expression, eyes closing, smiling, laughing, worry and sad,
and surprise.
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FIG. 36. Chart of temporal correlation of mouth and eyes textures between the first frame and the subsequent
frames. The input video shows a person’s face acting different expressions from left to right, such as initial natural
expression, eyes closing, smiling, laughing, worry and sad, and surprise.

The low temporal correlation value distinguishes the active texture among the textures of
interest. For example, the wrinkle corresponding to a lower value shows an obviously dif-
ferent wrinkle shape than the others. Hence, the correlation method has a good performance
in detecting the active texture in an expressive face.

After the active textures on an individual face are obtained, the principal component
transformation is applied to map the active textures into the eigen space. In our experiment,
each active area has 200 textures as training vectors. Because we take into account only
nine active areas and each one has a small dimension, a small number of eigen textures is
sufficient to describe the principal characteristics of each active texture and is enough to
reconstruct the active texture with an adequate fidelity; i.e., 25 eigen textures (texture bases)
are selected for each of forehead texture, nasolabial texture (both left side and right side),
mouth texture, and eye texture (left side and right side); and 12 eigen textures are selected
for each of crowsfeet texture (left and right) and glabella texture. Thus, if all nine TOI are
detected to be active textures in a frame (550 × 700 pixels), at most 186 (=25 × 6 + 12 × 3)
data points need to be transmitted, each data point can be quantized with 5 bits, to produce

TABLE 3

Comparison of the Partial Texture Update and Whole Texture Update

Property Partial texture Whole texture

Quality 34.6 dB 35.5 dB
Subjective 4/5 (good) Not available
Compression <40 kbits/s >200 kbits/s
Computation Dimension (<50∗90) <600∗600
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FIG. 37. (1) Original first frame. (2) Original 15th frame. (3) Synthesized face (15th frame) without wrinkle
texture update (only first frame texture used). (4) Synthesized face with wrinkle texture update but no blending
the edges. (5) Synthesized face (frame 15) with texture update and texture blending.

data for each frame totalling 116 bytes to achieve a SNR of 34.6 dB. Considering a frame
rate of 30 Hz, the bit rate for texture update is about 27 kbit/s at the maximum. In an
actual situation, the texture update does not occur in every TOI, neither on every frame.
Therefore, the bit cost is much less than the above maximum estimation. If the animation
parameters and geometric information are counted, the transmission rate will increase no
more than 10 kbit/s if using the PCA + DCT compression approach [34]. So the total bit
cost would be less than 40 kbit/s. Compared to the full face texture update approach [17]
(where the data encoded for each frame is about 1632 bytes in the case of 600 × 600 pixels
textures quantized with 5 bits per coefficient for yielding a SNR of 35.5 dB; the bit rate
is over 200 kbit/s with 25 frame/s rate), the computation cost is greatly reduced and the
coding efficiency is obviously improved to a large degree using our active texture update
method. The comparison of the coding efficiency, the computation load, and the quality
evaluation are illustrated in Table 3. To synthesize a realistic facial expression, the decoded
textures are repaired in the transition border area using a temporal blending technique, and
finally the textures are mapped onto the individual models in the subsequent frames, as
shown in Fig. 34 (row 6). In comparison with the original video sequence, the recovered
images have high visual fidelity, and the SNR is over 34 dB as measured by the ratio
of the mean pixel value over the mean error value. It is obvious that the synthesis result
with texture updating and blending is much better than that without texture updating and
blending (as seen in Fig. 37 and Table 4 for comparison). Notice in this figure that the third
face from the left, the one without texture update, does not seem to capture the smiling
expression as accurately as the rightmost one, the one with texture update and blending.
Also, patches around the cheeks are evident in the fourth face from the left, the one without
blending.

More experiments are performed on a variety of videos showing different persons’ ex-
pressions. Figures 38–41 are some sample results of video “Dima,” “Alau,” “Dana,” and

TABLE 4

Comparison of with-or-without Texture Update and Blending

Scheme Subjective Objective
(partial texture) (Rating) SNR (dB)

No update 2/5 (poor) 25.7 (average)
Update/no blending 3/5 (fair) 33.1 (average)
Update + blending 4/5 (good) 34.6 (average)



FIG. 38. Dima: (Top from left) (1) Model fitted on the head of the initial frame. (2) Original facial textures
of the initial frame. (3) Texture of interests (TOI) on the initial frame. (Bottom from left) (1) Model fitted on the
head of the ninth frame. (2) Original facial textures of the ninth frame. (3) Normalized texture and TOI on the
ninth frame. (4) Synthesized face expression of the ninth frame. (Please compare the bottom (2) and (4).)

FIG. 39. Alau: (Top from left) (1) Model fitted on the head of the initial frame. (2) Original facial textures
of the initial frame. (3) Texture of interests (TOI) on the initial frame. (Bottom from left) (1) Model fitted on the
head of the 21st frame. (2) Original facial textures of the 21st frame. (3) Normalized texture and TOI on the 21st
frame. (4) Synthesized face expression of the 21st frame. (Please compare the bottom (2) and (4).)

FIG. 40. Dana: (Top from left) (1) Model fitted on the head of the initial frame. (2) Original facial textures
of the initial frame. (3) Texture of interests (TOI) on the initial frame. (Bottom from left) (1) Model fitted on the
head of the 14th frame. (2) Original facial textures of the 14th frame. (3) Normalized texture and TOI on the 14th
frame. (4) Synthesized face expression of the 14th frame. (Please compare the bottom (2) and (4).)

237
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FIG. 41. Guan: (Top from left) (1) Model fitted on the head of the initial frame. (2) Original facial textures
of the initial frame. (3) Texture of interests (TOI) on the initial frame. (Bottom from left) (1) Model fitted on the
head of the 11th frame. (2) Original facial textures of the 11th frame. (3) Normalized texture and TOI on the 11th
frame. (4) Synthesized face expression of the 11th frame. (Please compare the bottom (2) and (4).)

“Guan.” In general, the system performs well comparing the synthesized expressions to the
original expressions perceptually. Note that the result of expression generation depends
on the correctness and robustness of fiducial points detection. In the case of: (1) the
initial template localization is not accurate enough, (2) the hue and saturation signals are
not strong enough under certain imaging conditions, or (3) the size of feature area appears
small if the image resolution is low and cannot provide enough feature information for the
template matching, the system will fail to detect the correct fiducial points and will result in
an incorrect texture update. We take the following strategy to deal with inaccurate fiducial
point detection: comparing the results of fiducial points detected between the current frame
and the previous frame; if the difference is larger than 15 pixels for any fiducial point, the
result of the current frame will be discarded; instead the result of the previous frame will
be borrowed for use in the current frame.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we proposed a face texture update and compression strategy for model-
based coding. The experimental results show that this strategy, using the partial wrinkle
texture update method, has certain advantages over the entire texture update method; more
specifically, the number of coefficients that need to be transmitted is reduced significantly
from the original 1632 bytes per frame to the present 116 bytes per frame. Perceptually, the
high fidelity of the image quality is sustained. Notice that the temporal correlation method
to detect the active texture can be potentially used for facial expression recognition. We
believe that the different composition of active textures in the temporal domain has a certain
relationship with the different expression representation. The investigation of this relation-
ship would be a promising way for facial expression recognition, although this is not the
purpose of the work presented in this paper. In the future, a variable resolution model update
strategy will be investigated to further improve the texture mapping results. The wrinkle
texture area formulation procedure and the active wrinkle estimation method also need to
be improved in the areas of accuracy and robustness. In a real application, the computation
load needs to be further reduced so that the system can be implemented in real time.
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Note that our method can deal with scaling (i.e., head moving toward or away from the
camera). However, we have not dealt with large rigid motion (large rotation) of the head
during expression analysis and synthesis. We have constrained our study to a talking face
with front view in the video sequence. Only minimal motion is allowed (two eyes are always
visible). This strict assumption is not the case desired for a spontaneous and dynamic setting
and is not expected in a real conversation. Therefore, it is necessary to address the issue of
extracting large and free global motion of the head. An interesting future extension would
be the addition of either a feature-based or a template-based method to extract such global
motions. Another way of resolving this problem is to use the simultaneous estimation of
global rigid motion and local non-rigid motion using an affine model of motion and spatial-
temporal constraints. Note that in the case of large motion and variable lighting conditions
smoothing the textures in the time direction needs to be further considered so that the
continuity of the motion can be maintained.

To deal with the case of various head poses, a multiple-view texture synthesis technique
needs to be investigated in our future work.
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